Vossloh Locomotives becomes Vossloh Rolling Stock


The old-established company’s rebranding includes a new logo, corporate design and website



The company’s new claim “Sustainability in motion” puts the emphasis on sustainable
products and service processes throughout Europe

Kiel and Berlin, 20th of September, 2022. At the opening of the leading international trade fair
for transport technology, InnoTrans 2022, Vossloh Locomotives is presenting itself to the
public with a new name: Vossloh Rolling Stock. Along with the name change comes a
completely new corporate image with a new logo, corporate design, new website www.vlrs.com and the “Sustainability in motion” claim. The new brand identity is intended to reinforce
the company’s commitment to sustainable mobility.
“With the relaunch of our corporate brand we’re honing our position in the market and underscoring
our objective of collaborating with our customers on making the mobility of tomorrow sustainable”,
explains Dr. Bernd Hoppe, Executive Director and General Manager of Vossloh Rolling Stock. The
services and products the company is presenting during the trade fair reflect its new sustainable brand
identity. These include the four-axle, DE 18 mid-cab locomotive, which can operate emission-free in
“zero-emission” areas to provide more than an hour of shunting operations. It's also the first time that
Vossloh Rolling Stock is presenting its Modula hybrid locomotive to an international audience. Not only
can this locomotive’s hybrid set-up and equipment be freely selected to suit its area of use, it also
accommodates the installation of future drive technologies, e.g. variants based on hydrogen. Future
market requirements, such as Augmented Reality functionality for servicing, are already possible with
the Modula.
The Europe-wide, ECM-compliant IMATEQ service network is also part of the Vossloh Rolling Stock
group of companies. Here, “Sustainability in motion” stands for customized, integrated and particularly
resource-efficient maintenance processes. In the course of renaming the company, the service center
in Moers will be incorporated into the IMATEQ brand.
Vossloh Rolling Stock is looking to actively participate in shaping the mobility revolution of the future
with its rapidly growing portfolio of products and services. This will be facilitated by the synergies and
sharing of technical expertise between the German company and the world’s largest manufacturer of
rolling stock, the China Railway Rolling Stock Corporation Ltd. (CRRC). Vossloh Rolling Stock has
belonged to that company’s subsidiary, CRRC ZELC, since 2020.
About Vossloh Rolling Stock:
State-of-the-art, mid-cab locomotives from Vossloh Rolling Stock lead the way throughout Europe. Attributes such
as economy, flexibility and environmental friendliness are the focus of this European market leader’s
development, design, production and service quality. Operators are also provided with comprehensive, demand-

oriented maintenance services through the company’s own IMATEQ service network that operates throughout
Europe. Having joined the group of companies under the umbrella of its new parent company CRRC ZELC in
2020, this old-established company is now beginning a new international chapter in its long history. More
information is available at www.vl-rs.com
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